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Résumé — Régulation par LQR d’une chaîne cinématique automobile avec jeu : simulation et
étude expérimentale — Cet article présente un dérivé de régulateur anti-saccades LQR destiné à une
chaîne cinématique automobile. La dérivée par rapport au temps du couple de l’arbre de transmission,
qui est en relation étroite avec la saccade du véhicule, est utilisée en tant que donnée de sortie de
système virtuel et régulée à zéro. Ainsi, le régulateur ne nécessite pas de modèle de référence destiné à
la génération de trajectoires de référence pour l’évaluation de la loi de régulation. Le régulateur agit en
tant que compensateur de couple pour la demande de couple du conducteur que les données de sortie
du régulateur suivent asymptotiquement. Les propriétés du régulateur sont étudiées et le comportement
est illustré par des exemples de simulation et vérifiées à l’aide d’expériences sur un camion à usage
industriel.

Abstract — A Powertrain LQR-Torque Compensator with Backlash Handling: Simulation and
Experimental Study — This paper derives an LQR anti-jerk controller for an automotive driveline.
The time derivative of the drive shaft torque, which is closely related to the vehicle jerk, is used as a
virtual system output and regulated to zero. Thereby, the controller does not need a reference model
for generation of reference trajectories for the control law evaluation. The controller acts as a torque
compensator for the driver’s torque demand which the controller output asymptotically follows. The
properties of the controller are discussed and the behavior is illustrated by simulation examples and
verified with experiments on a heavy duty truck.
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INTRODUCTION

The main task of an automotive powertrain is to deliver a
tractive torque at the wheels, according to the driver’s torque
request. Since the powertrain is naturally a lightly damped
oscillatory system with inevitable backlash, care needs to
be taken during rapid transients. The perceived vehicle
drivability is affected in a negative way if oscillations are
induced in the vehicle tractive force that cause variations in
the vehicle acceleration, known as shuffle or vehicle jerking.
Similarly, backlash traversals giving rise to torque impulses,
so called shunt, should be avoided.

The problem to damp powertrain oscillations has received
a lot of attention in the literature, e.g. [1-6]. Most
of these contributions are based on classical linear con-
trol techniques, including Linear Quadratic (LQ) design.
Recently, [7] presented an LQR-based controller for damp-
ing driveline oscillations. The developed controller has the
attractive feature of fitting very well into the archetypical
heavy truck engine control system of today, being based on
torque control. Thus, the controller can easily be incorpo-
rated as an additional torque compensator. The controller
damps driveline oscillations by compensating the driver’s
engine torque demand, which is asymptotically tracked. An
important property of the design is that no model based ref-
erence trajectories need to be generated.

Gear play and other backlash in the powertrain present
an additional difficulty. In order to avoid unpleasant effects
caused by the impact after a backlash traversal, including
possible excitation of oscillatory modes, the backlash needs
to be traversed gently. Obviously, this has to be traded
against loss of responsiveness to torque requests. Backlash
compensation has been treated by many authors. Applica-
tions to automotive powertrains can be found in e.g. [1, 8]
and references therein. The state-of-the-art in production
vehicles is to use simple but carefully tuned compensation
schemes to avoid traversing the backlash too rapidly.

The present contribution has two main objectives. The
first one is to extend the LQ-based damping controller pre-
sented in [7] with a feature to compensate for backlash. The
idea is to limit the relative speed between the engine and
the wheels during the backlash transition, by limiting the
engine torque setpoint. The second objective is to report
on an experimental evaluation of the combined powertrain
controller applied to a heavy truck.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the
powertrain model used. Section 3 summarizes the control
design requirements, followed by a description of the actual
control design of the torque compensator and the backlash
controller. Experimental results are summarized and dis-
cussed in Section 5. Some concluding remarks end the
paper.
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Figure 1

Driveline model with backlash.
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Figure 2

Model of mode transition conditions. θb is the backlash angle
position and Tsha f t is the drive shaft torque.

1 POWERTRAIN MODEL

The powertrain model used in the present work is intended
for parameter identification and control design using the
measurement signals normally available in a powertrain
control unit. The piecewise linear fourth order model,
Figure 1, has been discussed in more detail in [9] and a
motivation for the backlash description is given in [10].

The nonlinearity introduced by the backlash effectively
decouples the engine from the wheels during the transition
of the backlash. It is therefore possible to define three modes
of the model, Figure 2. The powertrain can be in contact
mode either on the negative or on the positive drive side, or
it can be in non-contact mode during the backlash transition.
The conditions for changing modes are given in the figure.
The main variables for the changes are the drive shaft torque
and the current position in the backlash. The drive shafts can
not transmit positive (negative) torque when the system is in
contact on the negative (positive) side.

The model in Figure 1 has two input signals, engine
torque Teng and road load Tload. Engine speedωe and vehicle
speed ωv are measurable output signals and also model state
variables. The third state is the drive shaft torsion angle
θs = θ1 − θ2 and the last is the backlash position angle
θb = θ2 − θw. The derivative of the drive shaft torque Tsha f t

and the backlash angle θb are defined as model outputs. The
backlash size is defined to be 2α so that the backlash position
angle θb is limited by −α ≤ θb ≤ α.

The engine is described as an ideal torque source Teng

with a mass-moment of inertia Je and viscous friction be.
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Figure 3

Simulation of the drive shaft torque after an engine torque step.

The gearbox ratio together with the final gear is described
by the ratio r. It is assumed that the driveline main flexibility
is in the drive shafts, represented by ks and cs.

Wheel slip is often neglected for simplicity. In this
approach it is represented by the damper cw. The vehicle
inertia is denoted Jv with viscous friction term bv. The
road load is described by the exogenous signal Tload. Wheel
speed ωw is not a model state variable since the wheel slip
is included but it can be defined as an extra model output if
needed.

The state space representation (1) - (2) can be derived
from the laws of motion and the properties of the dampers
with c′ = cw

cw+cs
defined for convenience.

Figure 3 shows a simulation of a pedal tip-in maneuver by
the driver that illustrates the shunt and shuffle-phenomenon.
Initially, the system is in contact mode on the negative drive
side. Then follows the traversing of the backlash and, finally,
the system is in contact on the positive drive side. During
the transition of the backlash, the engine accelerates freely
which makes the relative speed compared to the wheels
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Figure 4

Engine management system torque control structure. Td is the
driver’s torque demand, Tr is the torque reference set point, Tc
is the damping control compensated value and T f is the torque
used by the lower level fueling strategies.

higher. A high impact speed amplifies the forthcoming
oscillations and may also be clearly audible to the driver. It
is therefore essential that a controller monitors the transition
conditions between the the modes.

The following section will discuss requirements on a
damping controller for the described system.

2 CONTROLLER REQUIREMENTS

The main requirements on the powertrain controller are
performance related, and as described in Introduction the
emphasis is on drivability. The drivability requirement is
here basically translated into requirements on damping of
driveline oscillations and smooth traversal of the driveline
backlash, while still providing a quick response to driver
torque demands.

In addition to the performance related demands on the
controller, it is argued in [7] that the controller should fit
into the existing control structure of the diesel engine control
unit. The resulting control structure is depicted in Figure 4,
where it can be seen that the main source for engine torque
requests is the driver. The accelerator pedal position is
translated into an engine torque demand. This is then com-
pared to the set of active torque limitations and compensated
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by the damping/backlash controller to be presented shortly.
Finally, the active torque limits are applied again. The first
application of the limits ensures that the damping/backlash
controller always has a realistic setpoint. The impact of
the second is minimized by a tuning of the controller that
minimizes overshoots at requested torque rises. A conse-
quence of the chosen control structure is that the compen-
sated torque Tc must approach the setpoint Tr asymptoti-
cally.

It is desirable that the complete controller should be easy
to tune. Since the controller is model based, much of the tun-
ing is done implicitly by fitting a model to the specific pow-
ertrain. Additional tuning can often be made with a small
number of parameters that affect the closed loop properties
in an intuitive way. This will be illustrated in the section on
experimental evaluation.

3 CONTROL DESIGN

The control design is based on the presented piecewise lin-
ear model of the system. The first section describes the
observer that is is used to gain state vector information and
to detect system mode changes. Then a linear LQR torque
compensator for the contact mode is derived. Finally, an
optimization based strategy is applied for the traversal of the
backlash.

3.1 State Observer

The controller relies on full state information for calculation
of the engine torque request, but only the engine and vehicle
speed are measurable outputs. It is furthermore not possible
to measure the backlash position to determine if the system
is in contact or non-contact mode.

An observer for the contact mode can not be based on
the state space description (1) directly with the available
measurement signals. The system is not observable. But the
fourth order model may be reduced to third order since the
backlash angle is constant in contact mode. Then the state
vector is observable using either both available measure-
ments or the engine speed only, if the quality of the vehicle
speed measurement is poor. In this work the Loop Transfer
Recovery (LTR)-methodology is used for the contact mode
observer design [2, 11]. The observer outputs are the drive
shaft twist and torque, which are used for the control law
evaluation and state mode transitions, respectively.

When the system enters the backlash mode, the engine
and the wheels are effectively decoupled and the system
observability is lost. In [8], this is solved by using engine
and wheel angle measurements, but these signals are not
available in most standard trucks. This means that state
information can only be estimated by using a system sim-
ulation in this mode [9, 12].

With the described observer, using the LTR-based design
for the contact mode, a system simulation for the non-
contact mode and the mode transition conditions from Fig-
ure 2, the torque compensator has all the information it
needs for the control law evaluation.

3.2 Torque Compensator

The contact mode is characterized by that the backlash angle
is constant, which essentially means that the fourth state
equation row of (1) is not active in this mode. The torque
compensator is therefore derived using (1) with the back-
lash angle state removed, so the state vector is here defined
as xa = (θs,ωe,ωv). The upper left 3 × 3-part of the sys-
tem matrix in (1) is denoted Aa and the corresponding input
matrix Ba. The drive shaft torque can be defined as an out-
put.

Tsha f t (t) =
[
c′ks

c′cs
r −c′cs

]
xa(t)

=̂ Caxa(t)
(3)

The main task for the torque compensator is to damp driv-
eline oscillations (the shuffle-part in Fig. 3), which in this
context is interpreted as regulating the time derivative of the
drive shaft torque to zero. The derivative of the drive shaft
torque is therefore defined as a model output and included in
the performance index. An advantage with this choice is that
no state reference trajectories are needed for the implemen-
tation of the final control law since the reference value for
the drive shaft torque derivative is always zero. The control
signal should always be included in a performance index as a
mean to balance performance and control effort. In this case
however, a requirement of the controller is to asymptotically
follow the driver’s torque request. A solution to this is to
include the difference between the driver’s torque demand
and the controller output in the performance index.

Integral action is introduced by extending the model by
a fourth state xu that integrates the difference between the
driver’s torque demand and the controller output. This
ensures that the controller output asymptotically follows the
driver’s torque demand. The performance index can then be
written

J =
∫ t f

0

(
1
2
yT (t)Qy(t) +

1
2

(u(t) − ur)2

)
dt (4)

with the system outputs yT (t) = [Ṫ sha f t(t) xu(t)], a
diagonal positive semidefinite 2 × 2 weighting matrix
Q = diag(q1, q2), the controller output u(t) = Tc and the
driver’s engine torque demand ur = Tr (see Fig. 4).

Before the optimal control law that minimizes (4) can be
derived by standard methods it needs to be re-formulated.
Define the steady state solution xr

a such that

Aaxr
a + Baur = 0⇒ xr

a = −A−1
a Baur (5)
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Define a new set of state variables ζ and a new control vari-
able ν.

ζ(t) =

[
xa(t) − xr

a
xu(t)

]
(6)

ν(t) = (u(t) − ur) (7)

Desired outputs are the derivative of the drive shaft torque
(3) and the fourth state xu. The transformed system then
becomes

ζ̇ =

[
Aa 0
0 0

] [
xa − xr

a
xu

]
+

[
Ba

1

]
(u − ur)

=̂ Aζ(t) + Bν(t)

(8)

Tsha f t(t) = Ca xa(t)⇒
Ṫ sha f t(t) = CaAaxa(t) +CaBau(t) =
= CaAa(xa(t) − xr

a(t)) +CaBa(u(t) − ur)
(9)

y =

[
Ṫ sha f t

xu

]
=

[
CaAa 0

0 1

]
ζ +

[
CaBa

0

]
ν

=̂ Cζ + Dν
(10)

The minimization of (4) can now be written

min
∫ t f

0

(
1
2y

T (t)Qy(t) + 1
2ν(t)

2
)

dt =

= min
∫ t f

0
1
2

[
ζT ν

] [CT QC CT QD
DT QC 1 + DT QD

] [
ζ

ν

]
dt

=̂min
∫ t f

0
1
2

[
ζT ν

] [ Qζ S
S T R

] [
ζ

ν

]
dt

(11)

which is solved by using the Riccati-equation and forming a
state feedback control law.

AT P + PA − (PB + S )R−1(BT P + S T ) + Qζ = 0 (12)

K = R−1
(
BT P + S T

)
=

(
BT P + S T

)
1 + DT QD

(13)

K(1×4) =
[
Ka (1×3) Ku (1×1)

]
ν(t) = −Kζ(t) = −Ka(xa(t) − xr

a) − Kuxu ⇒
u(t) = −Kaxa(t) − Ku xu(t)

+
(
1 − KaA−1

a Ba

)
ur = (14)

=̂ −Kaxa(t) − Ku xu(t) + Krur

The control law is thus the sum of a linear weighting of the
states xa and xu and a feed forward term from the driver’s
torque demand. It can be noted that no reference trajectories
are needed for the evaluation.

3.3 Linear Controller Properties

The properties of the derived linear controller part are inves-
tigated using parameters obtained from experiments with a
25 ton Volvo FH16 heavy duty truck (see Appendix). Three
transfer functions are first presented and then the influence
of the performance index weighting factors is investigated.

As previously described, the controller objectives are
to fulfill the driver’s engine torque demand while on the
same time damp driveline oscillations. This implies that the
transfer functions from ur to u and from ur to the output
y1 = Ṫ sha f t are of interest. Oscillations can also be induced
by road load variations which means that the transfer func-
tion from Tload = v to y1 is important.

g1(s) = Ka(sI − Aa)−1Ba (15)

Guru(s) =
sKr + Ku

s (1 + g1(s)) + Ku
(16)

Gury1 (s) =
(
CaAa(sI − Aa)−1Ba +CaBa

)
Guru(s) (17)

Gvy1 (s) = CaAa(sI − Aa)−1Bv +CaBv (18)

Figure 5 shows the Bode diagram of the transfer function
from the driver’s input ur to the controller output u. The
low frequency gain is unity and the torque demand is signif-
icantly damped in a frequency range around the resonance
frequency. The dashed line shows that the high frequency
gain is constant without prefiltering of the driver’s torque
demand. It is preferable to have a roll-off at high frequencies
to reduce the noise sensitivity. The easiest way to achieve
this is to introduce a low-pass prefilter for the driver’s torque
demand. The solid line shows the improvement with a first
order filter with a time constant of 20 ms. The same prefilter
is used in the sequel.

The Bode diagrams in Figures 6 and 7 show that the
resonance peak of the drive shaft torque derivative is well
damped, both with respect to driver inputs and road load
disturbances.

The controller has two tuning parameters q1 and q2, as
presented in Section 3.2. q1 influences the shuffle damping
and q2 affects the tracking of the driver’s torque demand.
Figure 8 illustrates the balance between them. These sim-
ulations are made using the control law (14) and assuming
that the full state vector is measurable.

3.4 Linear Controller Robustness

The controller is tested for robustness by performing simula-
tions on a set of models where a few parameters are varied,
Figure 9. A torque limiting function is active during the
initial torque rise, which limits engine torque to 1 000 Nm.
An anti-windup function that reduces the fourth state value
when the controller demand is above the limit behaves suffi-
ciently well. At t = 2 s, the torque request is reduced and at
t = 4 s, an unmeasurable disturbance occurs. The controller
manages to damp oscillations well.

3.5 Backlash Traversal Controller

The torque compensator handles engine torque variations
and road disturbances well when the system is in the contact
mode. But if the sign of the drive shaft torque changes, the
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Figure 5

Bode plot of transfer function from the driver’s torque demand
to actual engine torque. The dashed line is without pre-filtering
of the driver’s torque demand and the solid line is with a first
order low-pass prefilter with a time constant of 20 ms.
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Bode plot of transfer function from the driver’s torque demand
to the derivative of the drive shaft torque. The same low-pass
filter as was used in Figure 5 is also used here to ensure a roll-off
at higher frequencies. The dashed line is the characteristics of
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Bode plot of transfer function from road load to the derivative
of the drive shaft torque. The dashed line is the characteristics
of the system without controller, the solid line with controller.
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The tuning parameters q1 and q2 affects the balance
between tracking the driver’s demand and damping of the
shuffle. The solid line in the upper plot is the driver’s torque
demand and the thin lines are the controller outputs for a
range of settings. A high shuffle damping results in large
deviations from the driver’s torque demand.

traversing of the backlash may cause shunts and amplifica-
tion of the following oscillations as illustrated in Figure 3.
The idea is to limit the torque request until the opposite side
of the backlash is reached, so that the relative speed between

the engine and the wheels is limited when the opposing side
is reached. This is made by introducing a torque hold level
that the requested torque may not exceed until contact is
reached.
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Figure 9

Simulation results for one controller setting (for a nominal
plant model) and varying plant model parameters. The upper
plot shows the reference torque request (dashed) and the actual
engine torque (solid, thick). At t = 4 s, an unmeasurable
engine torque disturbance is introduced, which lowers the
actual engine torque 200 Nm. The lower plot shows the time
derivative of the drive shaft torque. The dashed line is the
response to the reference torque request directly (without any
regulator). The solid thick line is the closed loop behavior with
the nominal plant model. The gray zone illustrates how the
response varies for different plant models. The vehicle mass is
varied ±20%, shaft stiffness is also varied ±20% and the shaft
damping is varied ±40%.
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Simulation example of engine torque rise with backlash
traversing.

Figure 10 shows a simulation example where a torque
step rise is requested. The upper plot shows the reference
torque ur, the same signal slightly low-pass filtered ur f

where also the hold level is visible. The third signal uctrl is
the controller output, i.e. actual engine torque demand. The
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Figure 11

Engine torque optimization trajectories for different values of
urhold (upper plot) and corresponding loss function values.

lower plot shows the drive shaft torque increase, where the
oscillatory curve shows the result without any controller and
the smoother curve shows the outcome when the controller
is active.

This behavior requires a modification of the performance
index (4) to find an appropriate intermediate reference
torque level that limits the jerk following the traversing of
the backlash.

J =
∫ t f

0

(
1
2
yT (t)Qy(t) +

1
2

(u(t) − ur)2

)
dt + qbθ̇

2
b(t+) (19)

The additional term is evaluated at the time instance t+
which is defined as the time when the opposing side of
the backlash is reached. The intermediate torque reference
hold value urhold is chosen to minimize (19) with the help of
numerical optimization. During the optimization, the linear
controller, that was derived previously, is active when the
system is in contact mode. The controller output is held
during the backlash transition. Figure 11 shows an example
of how the controller output and the performance index (19)
varies for a range of urhold-values and a reasonable qb-value.

3.6 Controller Tuning

The tuning parameters of the controller summarize to
(q1, q2, qb). The final tuning of these will be made in the
vehicle to obtain the desired drivability. q1 makes the trade-
off between controller responsiveness and how fast oscil-
lations decay, q2 is tuned to assure expected control value
tracking of the driver’s reference value. The effects of the
shunt after the traversing of the backlash is determined by
qb. This gives the person responsible for the tuning a clear
set of parameters to work with. The model based approach
ensures the adaption to the specific vehicle.
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4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

This section will present results from tests of the presented
controller on a Volvo FH16 heavy duty truck. It is a 6 × 4
rigid truck, weighing 24.4 tons, with air suspension and a
16 liter 700 hp engine with maximum torque 3 100 Nm. It
is intended for demanding long haul, including timber trans-
ports.

The tests were performed on a straight flat test road, driv-
ing at low speed (10-20 km/h) on 4’th gear. The test road
has smooth asphalt to avoid disturbances from the ground,
which makes it easier to perform repeatable experiments.

4.1 Test Setup

The observer and control law are implemented on a laptop
computer with CANalyzer-software, which is connected to
the truck CAN-bus. During the tests, the accelerator pedal
position is read by the laptop and converted to an engine
torque demand via a pedal map (normally performed by the
engine ECU). This engine torque demand is denoted ur and
used in the control law (14), a linear combination of the
observer states and a feed forward term from the driver’s
original torque demand. The control law output value (com-
pensated driver’s demand) is sent from the laptop to the
engine ECU as a torque request with high priority, bypassing
the ECU normal pedal handling. No modifications of the
engine ECU software were needed.

The engine and wheel speeds are measured with the tooth
wheels normally used by the engine controller and the brake
system. These speed measurements are sent out on the
CAN-bus in standard messages. The state observer also
needs the engine torque as input. No torque sensor is how-
ever available, so the engine ECU estimation of the engine
torque, which also is available on the CAN-bus, is used
instead. This means that only the truck standard sensors are
required by the controller.

The test setup means that communication delays are part
of the closed control loop. These delays will not be present
if the algorithm is implemented in the engine ECU, which
is the preferred final location. This may be viewed as a
robustness margin for the presented results.

4.2 Model Parameters

The success of the proposed controller relies on correct
parameter values in the matrices (1) and (2). Some are con-
sidered known a priori, such as the engine inertia, friction,
gearbox and the final gear ratios together with the wheel
rolling radius. The vehicle mass and road load are estimated
by another ECU, using information from the air suspension
and an inclination sensor, and this information is available
on the CAN-bus. The remaining parameters, the combined
shaft stiffness ks, the damping coefficients cs and cw and the
backlash size 2α, need to be estimated with experimental

data. A methodology for estimating these parameters was
described in [9]. The method is implemented on a laptop
computer and uses only the input signals described in Sec-
tion 4.1. The main parameters for the test vehicle are listed
in Appendix.

4.3 Observer

The observer is the base for the evaluation of the control
law and also for the switching of controller state between
contact and non-contact mode, via the estimated drive shaft
torque. A torque sensor would have been beneficial for the
verification of the observer, but has not been available to the
project. Test cases include mainly pedal tip-in and tip-out
situations where the controller is expected to make signifi-
cant compensations of the driver’s torque demand.

Figure 12 shows a measurement of the observer behav-
ior at an engine torque step down request, i.e. the vehicle
accelerates when the driver suddenly releases the accelerator
pedal. The observer is implemented using a zero order hold
discretization. Initially, the vehicle is accelerating at high
engine torque, 1 200 Nm, up to the engine speed 1 720 rpm.
Zero engine torque is requested at t ≈ 14.2 s. The drive
shaft torque rapidly decays from 15 kNm to 0 Nm and the
backlash is quickly traversed (the backlash angle goes from
+α to −α). As the drive shaft torque becomes increasingly
negative (the first negative peak is −13.5 kNm), the engine
speed “swings back’’, until the drive shaft transmits zero
torque and the backlash is entered again. The initial peak-to-
peak engine speed swing is 200 rpm. During the decoupled

14.5 15.0 15.5 16.0 16.5
Time (s)

Engine speed

Engine torque request

Drive shaft torque

Backlash angle

Figure 12

Observer example behavior at an engine torque down step
request. The curve scales are normalized to give a qualitative
view. The measured and the estimated engine speed signals
are practically identical. The engine torque signal is estimated
by the engine control unit and the drive shaft torque and the
backlash angle are estimated by the combined observer.
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Figure 13

The figures show engine torque rise and engine speed measurements after a torque step request (torque request = dotted line). The drive shaft
torque (observer estimate) oscillates clearly less with the closed loop torque compensation. a) Without any damping control. b) With closed
loop torque compensation.

period, the engine speed decays due to engine friction only.
In this case, the position in the backlash never reaches the
positive drive side before it falls back to the negative side
again and thereafter stays there.

Unfortunately, neither measurements of the drive shaft
torque nor backlash angle were available for verification
of the observer accuracy. It can however be seen that the
observer’s drive shaft torque estimation is smooth and the
switching between contact and non-contact modes appears
to be consistent, without any fast transitions back and forth
without apparent reasons. The measurement updates of the
observer engine and wheel states are small. Indirectly, the
observer performance is also verified by the good behavior
of the closed loop controller in the experiments.

4.4 Torque Compensator

The implementation of the control law is straight forward
from (14). The torque compensator is tested in the case
when there is a stepwise request for a torque rise. The
driveline is initially in contact mode on the negative drive
side. Figure 13a shows a reference measurement of the
engine speed following an engine torque step. Figure 13b
shows a corresponding step using the closed loop controller.
The lower plot of the figures show the estimated drive shaft
torque as estimated by the observer. The engine torque
hold level (750 Nm) during the backlash transition limits
the shunt and the subsequent drive shaft torque peak. The
following oscillations are quickly damped by the controller.

The torque compensator behaves well and in good agree-
ment with simulations. The driver perceives a vehicle
that quickly increases the tractive force, according to his
demand, instead of causing uncomfortable oscillations when
the accelerator pedal is depressed.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

This paper presents a novel LQR-formulation of the well
known driveline shuffle damping problem. The control law
is derived and some properties are investigated in simula-
tions. The controller is extended with an optimization based
handling of the backlash transition that limits the shunt phe-
nomenon. Finally, the results are verified by measurements
in a heavy duty truck and the behavior looks very promising.

The implementation of the controller used for the tests
was made on laptop that was connected to the truck’s CAN-
bus. This introduces communication delays between the
measurements, control law evaluation and the actuation
of the torque request. An implementation directly in the
Engine Management System will avoid this and probably
improve the controller performance. Future work will also
involve an investigation on the possibility to create a map-
ping of the torque hold level during the backlash transition
so that an on-line optimization is avoided.
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APPENDIX - VEHICLE SPECIFICATION AND WEIGHTING
FACTORS

The simulation results and the control design are based on
data obtained from system identification experiments with a
Volvo FH16 Rigid 6 × 4 truck, Table 1.

Simulations and experiments were performed with the
loss function weighting factors q1 = 8 · 10−5, q2 = 8 and
qb = 4 · 105.

TABLE 1

Vehicle parameters

Vehicle mass 24 450 kg

Engine moment of inertia 5.635 kgm2

Wheel radius 0.508 m

Final gear ratio 3.79 -

Gearbox ratio (4th gear) 5.571 -

Combined shaft stiffness 179 kNm/rad (estimated)

Combined shaft damping 8.26 kNm/(rad/s) (estimated)

Combined wheel damping 81.5 kNm/(rad/s) (estimated)
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